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 Project creation

1. Go to Projects and Click the button + 
Create project 

2. Choose the  
blank template and click the button + 
Choose this preset

3. Enter a clear project name  
and description in General information

Important: It will be visible to others
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4.  Update the task interface in the   
Template Builder block

4.1. Delete all code you see there and 
replace it on another one in Config 
section  
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NwHl2RMolzb-cvoUGupw30RaKD2skN6M/view


4.2. Now you can change input data to 
see how it will be displayed for 
annotators 
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Delete all code you see there and replace 
it with: 
{ 
    "query": "How to cook pancakes" 
} 

Note: you need to delete two brackets {} 

Note: you can also find new code by the 
link  
       

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JYPbeaYlNRgUxq4XUfh14i1OA8M_a54Z/view?usp=sharing


4.3. Leave other interface 
       settings at default.  
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5. Write your own short and simple  
instructions. 

Or you can take already prepared 
instruction.  

Note: instruction by link is in HTML 
format, so you should enter source mode 
5.1. Enter source mode 
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5.2. Paste HTML instruction from link 
above  

5.3. Exit source mode

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Doi7jzdTLfnWDxgoy6sGl1bjSl4l3vdL/view?usp=sharing


Now you can see formatted 
instruction 
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6. Click Save to  
save the project

7.Note. To edit project    
parameters, click the button   
in the list of projects  
 



1. Click on the Training tab and then click 
Add training.  

Note: Training is an essential part of 
almost every crowdsourcing project. It 
allows you to select performers who have 
really mastered the task, and thus improve 
quality. Training is also a great tool for 
scaling your task because you can run it 
any time you need new performers. 
 

2. Use the existing project instructions. 
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3. Specify the training pool settings: 

3.1 And then click Create training. 
 

4. Once the pool is created you can upload 
tasks. Press Upload. You can upload the 
training tasks straight from the file from 
our example which is here. 

Note: It’s important to include examples 
for all classes in the training. When 
running your own projects make sure the 
training set is balanced and the 
comments explain why an answer is 
correct. Don’t just name the correct 
answers. 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ISZTwsl0qje4Zz6hPjw4T4cHtUEHrXCa/view
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5. In the opened window choose Smart 
mixing. It is possible to make 1 or several 
task pages. It seems just reasonable to 
make 6 task pages. 
 

6. After the file has been uploaded press 
Add to complete the pool creation. 
 



7. Start the training



 Pool creation

1. Now go back to our project and click on 
Pools and then add a pool 

Note: to get back to the project page use 
these transitions Projects > Project_name > 
Pool_name
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2. Choose the pool type - General tasks. 
Give the pool any convenient name. 
You are the only one who will see it. 



3. Now we need to filter an 
audience.  

Filter performers who can access the 
task. Make sure that ‘My tasks may 
contain shocking …‘ section looks like 
on the screenshot  

Choose the Languages options in the 
list.  

You can also set any filters you prefer 

Specify the percentage of top-rated 
performers in the Speed / quality 
balance.
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4. Set up Quality control. 

Attach the training you created 
earlier and select the accuracy level 
that is required to reach the main 
pool.  

Note: This means that Tolokers who 
get less than 85% accuracy will not 
see this pool. 

5. Update the Fast responses rule  

Note: This rule allows you to ban 
performers who submit tasks at a 
suspiciously high speed.
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6. Let's add one more role: control 
tasks 

Click Add a quality control rule and 
choose Control tasks.

1

2
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7. Set the number of responses and 
the percentage of correct responses. 
Ban performers who give incorrect 
responses to control tasks.  

Note: Since tasks such as these have 
an answer that can be used as 
ground truth, we can use standard 
quality control rules like golden sets.

8. Set the price per task suite (for 
example, $0.01).  

Also, choose an overlap of 3. 

Click Save



9. We need to upload our main data. 
Please take it here and load it 

Click Continue

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EsvwpuKxOUaELZQ6-DGKWjFPzpZEPyR7/view


10. You need to determine 
how many tasks do you 
want per suite 

Let’s say we want 5 general 
tasks and 1 control tasks 

We recommend putting as 
many tasks on one page as 
an annotator can complete 
in 1 to 5 minutes. That way, 
annotators are less likely to 
get tired, and they won’t 
lose a significant amount of 
data if a technical issue 
occurs.

Click Combine tasks into 
suites



That’s it! Let’s do final steps 
and go on with project! 



11. Click on Start labeling 

You can finally check 
estimated expenses and 
launch labeling 



We have just launched the 
labeling of the objects on 
which we will train our 
classification model. 

We also need to label the 
test dataset to validate the 
resulting model. 

12. Return to the list of 
pools

13. Clone your pool

14. Set a different name for 
your convenience



15. Download data for 
labeling from this link and 
upload it to the newly 
cloned pool

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16_0dQmwKLWj7Qv918o1sMs3yTiNm-3cU/view?usp=sharing


16. Since we cloned pool, 
all settings are the same, so 
we don’t need to change 
anything

17. Check your project or 
skip it and start labeling
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Receiving responses

1. Wait until the pool is completed.

2. Click Download results

3. You can choose which tasks you 
want to upload. But leave the default 
settings 
 
Click Download
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You can find all files from this tutorial by the link:  
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jMNkCs1DzJESiL2-8Pr8NJhqyi7GZJp5?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jMNkCs1DzJESiL2-8Pr8NJhqyi7GZJp5?usp=sharing

